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The mega-cap technology companies have powered the broad market higher this year. In fact, the 
8.1% gain in the S&P 500 year to date has been driven entirely by six mega-cap stocks: Apple 
(AAPL), Microsoft (MSFT), NVIDIA (NVDA), Meta (META), Amazon (AMZN), and Alphabet 
(GOOG/L). Is this narrow leadership a problem for stocks looking forward? We try to answer that 
question below. 

THE GENERALS LEAD 

Mega-cap stocks, which have outlier market capitalizations and are often referred to as ‘the 
generals,’ have made an impressive comeback this year. Last year’s headwinds of higher 
rates underpinned by aggressive Federal Reserve (Fed) tightening have finally abated. Interest 
rate stabilization, signs of receding inflation, and a potential peak in the terminal rate by this 
summer have helped bring buyers back into the space. Rising recession odds in the U.S. have 
further increased the relative attractiveness of mega-caps, as investors have shown a growing 
propensity for higher quality, well-established companies with sustainable growth profiles and 
fortress balance sheets. 

The rising popularity of artificial intelligence (AI) has been another major catalyst driving 
outperformance this year, as most of the generals are linked by varying degrees to the AI 
industry. Chipmaker NVIDIA (NVDA), a leader in AI who manufactures graphics processing 
units and other AI-related hardware and software, is up 160% year to date, including a 24% 
earnings-driven rally on May 25. As shown in Figure 1, the company has contributed nearly 
21% to the S&P 500’s 8.1% year-to-date gain, despite the company representing only around 
a 2.7% index weight. Without NVDA or the rest of the generals (AAPL, MSFT, GOOG/L, 
AMZN, and META), the S&P 500 would be down 0.3% this year.  
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BAD BREADTH 

Narrow market leadership has been a major theme this year and is considered by many 
investors as a missing piece of the recovery puzzle. Less than half of the stocks comprising 
the S&P 500 are trading above their 200-day moving average (dma), while only around a 
quarter are outperforming the index year to date (Figure 2). Furthermore, these percentages 
have declined over the last several weeks, forming a bearish divergence between price and 
market breadth.  
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In a typical bull market or even a developing one, widespread participation provides 
confirmation of the uptrend’s strength and sustainability. When participation in the advance is 
limited—as is the case for 2023 thus far—vulnerabilities emerge as the weight of the market’s 
advance falls on the shoulders of a limited number of stocks. The lack of broad-based buying 
across equity markets also points to potentially limited investment opportunities and a lack of 
conviction among investors. Both of these attributes are likely impacting breadth this year as 
higher yields in the fixed income market raise the bar for capital crossing back over into 
equities. 

While the fact that only six stocks are driving the S&P 500’s advance this year is concerning, 
taking a look underneath the hood shows a few sector bright spots that could keep the market 
moving forward along the road of recovery. Over half of the stocks within the communication 
services, consumer discretionary, and technology sectors are trading above their 200-dma, 
implying the majority of stocks within these sectors check the box for the basic definition of an 
uptrend. Furthermore, over 40% of the stocks in each sector are outperforming the S&P 500 
this year. Collectively, these sectors represent around 46% of the S&P 500 and may provide 
enough support for the market to sustain its current uptrend.  
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WHAT DOES BAD BREADTH MEAN FOR RETURNS? 

In order to help quantify the importance of market breadth, we broke down the percentage of 
S&P 500 stocks trading above their 200-dma into quintiles across a time series of data going 
back to 1991. The quintiles split the breadth readings of stocks above their 200-dma into five 
equal portions across the dataset. For example, the top, or first, quintile represents the highest 
20% of breadth readings during this timeframe, while the fifth quintile represents the lowest 
20% of breadth readings. After filtering the breadth percentages into quintiles, we then 
calculated forward returns for each trading day across the quintile groups.   

As Figure 3 shows, market breadth has been a statistically strong indicator for future S&P 500 
performance. The top quintile group, classified as periods when 81% or more of S&P 500 
stocks were trading above their 200-dma, has notably outperformed the lower quintile groups 
along with the average S&P 500 returns across all periods during this timeframe. 
Unfortunately, the S&P 500 currently falls into the fifth quintile group as only 44% of 
constituents are above their 200-dma. Returns in this group have historically been negative 
over the following 12 months. This data further supports our thesis that broader participation 
will be required for the S&P 500 to have a sustainable breakout above key resistance at 4,200. 
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STRONG STARTS OFTEN FOLLOWED BY SOLID FINISHES: A LOOK AT THE FIRST 100 
DAYS 

Bullish momentum and positive seasonality trends could help improve the narrow breadth 
backdrop. Thursday, May 25, was the 100th trading day of 2023, prompting us to ask what the 
market’s strong performance so far could mean for the rest of the year. Through that 100th 
trading day (about 40% of the way through the year), the S&P 500 gained a solid 8.1% 
(excluding dividends). If we look at similarly strong starts to years—we use 7% gains as the 
hurdle—the average gain the rest of the year has been quite strong at 9.4% (Figure 4). That 
compares to the average gain of 5.4% in all years from trading day #101 through year-end, on 
top of an average first 100-day performance in all years since 1950 of 3.4%. 
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The consistency of these strong finishes is also impressive. After these strong starts, the S&P 
500 has added to those gains in 23 of 26 years (88%). As shown in Figure 4, two of the three 
years when stocks fell after the strong first 100 days ended only marginally lower—the S&P 
500 fell just 0.4% the rest of the year in 1975 and 1983. That means only 1987 saw stocks 
experience a material decline after a strong start, which encompasses the Black Monday crash 
in October of that year. While we know there are no guarantees in this business, the 
consistency of this pattern over seven decades suggests it may very well hold up again. 

INVESTMENT OUTLOOK 

There are a number of reasons to think stocks can end the year higher than where they are 
now. The tendency for stocks to build on gains after a strong first 100 days is one of them. 
Another, which NVIDIA highlighted last week, is that the earnings power of corporate America 
is greater than the market had previously anticipated, which could help support stocks in the 
weeks ahead, particularly if the timetable for a potential, likely mild, recession continues to get 
pushed out. 

We still have risks of course. There’s the narrow market leadership highlighted in this 
commentary and the difficulty the S&P 500 has had breaking through the 4,200 resistance 
level. It looks like the debt ceiling debacle is almost behind us, though the additional resulting 
debt could put some upward pressure on short-term interest rates in the near term. Though 
regional bank stress appears contained for now, the commercial real estate challenges aren’t 
going away soon. And don’t break out your Fed pause champagne just yet because Friday’s 
still-stubbornly-high inflation data keeps a Fed rate hike next month on the table even if our 
odds still slightly favor a pause with some tough talk. 

LATEST THOUGHTS ON TACTICAL ASSET ALLOCATION 

The LPL Research Strategic and Tactical Asset Allocation Committee (STAAC) recommends a 
slight overweight allocation to equities, but with the risk-reward trade-off looking more neutral 
at this point, and higher interest rates offering more yield on the fixed income side, the 
Committee’s conviction on the equities overweight view has started to wane some. 

The STAAC has squared up its views on growth and value, favors large caps over small, and 
maintains the industrials sector as the top overall sector pick, with communication services and 
technology as top ideas based on technical analysis. 

Within fixed income, the STAAC recommends an up-in-quality approach with a benchmark 
weight to duration. We think core bond sectors (U.S. Treasuries, Agency mortgage-backed 
securities (MBS), and short-maturity investment grade corporates) are currently more attractive 
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than plus sectors (high-yield bonds and non-U.S. sectors) with the exception of preferred 
securities, which look attractive after having recently sold off due to the banking stresses.  
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This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial LLC. 

Securities and advisory services offered through LPL Financial (LPL), a registered investment advisor and broker-dealer (member 
FINRA/SIPC). Insurance products are offered through LPL or its licensed affiliates. To the extent you are receiving investment advice from  
a separately registered independent investment advisor that is not an LPL affiliate, please note LPL makes no representation with respect to 
such entity.  

 
Not Insured by FDIC/NCUA or Any Other Government Agency Not Bank/Credit Union Guaranteed 

Not Bank/Credit Union Deposits or Obligations May Lose Value 
 

RES-1513785-0423 | For Public Use | Tracking # 1-05371873 (Exp. 5/2024) 
 
For a list of descriptions of the indexes referenced in this publication, please visit our website at lplresearch.com/definitions. 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 
 
This material is for general information only and is not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual. There is no assurance that the 
views or strategies discussed are suitable for all investors or will yield positive outcomes. Investing involves risks including possible loss of principal. Any economic 
forecasts set forth may not develop as predicted and are subject to change.  
 
References to markets, asset classes, and sectors are generally regarding the corresponding market index. Indexes are unmanaged statistical composites and 
cannot be invested into directly. Index performance is not indicative of the performance of any investment and do not reflect fees, expenses, or sales charges. All 
performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results. 
 
Any company names noted herein are for educational purposes only and not an indication of trading intent or a solicitation of their products or services. LPL 
Financial doesn’t provide research on individual equities.  
 
All information is believed to be from reliable sources; however, LPL Financial makes no representation as to its completeness or accuracy.  
 
US Treasuries may be considered “safe haven” investments but do carry some degree of risk including interest rate, credit, and market risk. Bonds are subject to 
market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity. Bond values will decline as interest rates rise and bonds are subject to availability and change in price. 
 
The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index (S&P500) is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance of the broad domestic economy 
through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries.  
 
The PE ratio (price-to-earnings ratio) is a measure of the price paid for a share relative to the annual net income or profit earned by the firm per share. It is a 
financial ratio used for valuation: a higher PE ratio means that investors are paying more for each unit of net income, so the stock is more expensive compared to 
one with lower PE ratio. 
 
Earnings per share (EPS) is the portion of a company’s profit allocated to each outstanding share of common stock. EPS serves as an indicator of a company’s 
profitability. Earnings per share is generally considered to be the single most important variable in determining a share’s price. It is also a major component used to 
calculate the price-to-earnings valuation ratio. 
All index data from FactSet.  
 
There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will enhance overall returns or outperform a non-diversified portfolio. Diversification does not protect against 
market risk. 
 
Asset allocation does not ensure a profit or protect against a loss. 
 
A CDS contract is a derivative product that protects the CDS buyer from a credit default of the underlying security. Credit risk is transferred to the seller of the CDS 
contract, who requires a premium for the protection. As credit risk increases or decreases, the contract premium goes up and down, similar to an insurance policy.  
 
A typical notional on a CDS is in the range $10-$20 mm. CDSs have a stated maturity (typical terms are 3, 5, 7, and 10 years), with the most liquid point at 5 
years. Typically, credit default swaps are the domain of institutional investors.  
Preferred stock dividends are paid at the discretion of the issuing company. Preferred stocks are subject to interest rate and credit risk. As interest rates rise, the 
price of the preferred falls (and vice versa). They may be subject to a call feature with changing interest rates or credit ratings. 
 
The fast price swings in commodities will result in significant volatility in an investor’s holdings. Commodities include increased risks, such as political, economic, 
and currency instability, and may not be suitable for all investors. 
 
Value investments can perform differently from the market as a whole. They can remain undervalued by the market for long periods of time. 
 
The prices of small cap stocks are generally more volatile than large cap stocks. 
 
International investing involves special risks such as currency fluctuation and political instability and may not be suitable for all investors. These risks are often 
heightened for investments in emerging markets. 


